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Mustard Seed brings back 'All Is Calm' one last time

By Judith Newmark St. Louis Post-Dispatch  Nov 14, 2016

For the fourth consecutive year, Mustard Seed Theatre welcomes the holidays with an eloquent production of an a cappella

musical, “All Is Calm: The Christmas Truce of 1914.”

But according to Deanna Jent — artistic director of Mustard Seed and director of the touching, fact-based show — this is the

last time “All Is Calm” will run. If you haven’t seen it before, don’t miss it. If you have, you probably don’t need to be urged.

“All Is Calm” tells its story almost entirely through song, plus some dialogue drawn from soldiers’ letters, journals and o�cial

documents. Written by Peter Rothstein with musical arrangement by Erick Lichte and Timothy C. Takach, it uses period and

traditional songs in English, French, Flemish and German to set the mood for the early months of World War I.

The British soldiers we �rst meet are excited to �ght the kaiser (“God Save the King,” “Come On and Join,” “It’s a Long Way to

Tipperary,” etc.). But soon the dangers of war, along with loneliness and fatigue, take over (“I Want To Go Home,” “Keep the

Home�res Burning,” etc.). They realize that no matter what they thought at the outset, the war would not be over by

Christmas.

But when Christmas Eve came, something extraordinary happened at some camps along the Western front. Soldiers on

both sides put down their arms. They marked the holiday by sharing food, treats and tobacco; they played soccer; they

gathered around a little Christmas tree the Germans managed to decorate; together, they buried their dead and said

prayers.

The uno�cial break was ultimately condemned by o�cers. But even though it never happened again as the war dragged on

to Nov. 11, 1918, the Christmas truce became a legend, a sign that even under the worst circumstances people can be at

their best.

The 2016 ensemble of "All Is Calm" at Mustard Seed Theatre. Photo by John Lamb
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Judith Newmark is the theater critic for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

The ensemble is made up mainly of actors who have appeared in “All Is Calm” before, plus a few newcomers: Paul

Cereghino, Kent Co�el, Steve Isom, Steve Jent, Gregory Lhamon, Gerry Love, Antonio Rodriguez, Luke Steingruby, Kelvin

Urday and Je� Wright.

Under designer Michael Sullivan’s moody lighting, suggestive of both rain and smoke, the men deliver quick, sharp sketches

of di�erent soldiers. By turns earthy and philosophical, naïve and authoritative, grieving and good-hearted, they cover a lot

of psychological ground. Cereghino is especially e�ective as a man who watched his buddy die beside him; now, he’s

decided he shouldn’t make any more friends.

The ensemble reaches emotional heights, and depths, in song. Music director Joe Schoen makes “Stille Nacht (Silent Night),”

sung in both German and English, the show’s moving centerpiece. That’s partly because of the beautiful singing, but also

because of the lyrics. Against the cacophony of war, silence, like song, seems truly precious.

'All Is Calm: The Christmas Truce of 1916'

When • Through Dec. 11

Where • Fontbonne University Fine Arts Theatre, 6800 Wydown Boulevard, Clayton

How much • $30-$35; Nov. 17 and Dec. 1 are "pay what you can/pay with a can" shows; veterans and active military are free with code
"veteran"

More info • 314-719-8060; mustardseedtheatre.com

Q&A: Mustard Seed revives 'All Is Calm'

All is Calm - MUSICAL NOMINEE
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